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1. Durgesh karkhele 
29 jan 2019 
{Bsc agriculture 

Optionals: Botany and agriculture} 

Chairman: 

 You did agriculture, Bsc agri? 

 What is purpose of your life, why u are living? 

 When u come to Delhi? (From Maharashtra) 

 Why preparing at Delhi? 

 Why not at home? 

 Is it worthwhile to study in Delhi? 

 What benefit Delhi given to u? 

M1: 

 Why farmer distress at vidarbha? 

 Issues with cotton? 

 What is DNA? 

 What is RNA? 

 Difference between two? 

 Difference between bryophyte and pteridophyte? 

 Tell me theory of evolution other than Darwin? 

 What Lamarck tells about jiraf? 

M2: 

 Tell me abt what u did in niriver cleaning?(extra curricular) 

 Tell abt gvt initiative? 

 Abot namae gange? 

 Success of it? 

 Your suggestions for improvement? 

 What is bottom up approach? 

M3: 

 What species u save from road kill? 

 Measures to prevent it? 

 Which is largest bird? (Watching national geography) 

 Tell specific about ostrich? 

 Who hatch eggs male or female? 

 Who care young one? 

 Despite spines in acasia how jiraf eat it ie modification? 

 How acasia modify to prevent eating by jiraf? 

 Is horticulture and forestry in conflict? 

 Which disease transmitted from domestic animal to wild? 

 How to prevent it? 

Chairman: 

 Durgesh it was like education class we share lots of knowledge. 
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Best luck for your future 

Have nice day 

 

2. Abhijeet Jagtap 

 Have have joined any educational institution after 2010. 

 What u have learned in life in these years. ? 

 What are the incidences of happiness in your life? 

 Have u Visited any national park? Uniqueness of it. 

 Why u have appeared in CAPF exam? 

 Will you join C.O. post? 

M1: 

 Have you visited any sanctuary near Pune? Flora in it... 

 Mangroves in detail. With species. 

 Imp role played by Sanjay Gandhi national park. 

M2: 

 What is remote sensing? And details involved in it. 

 What is cloud computing? 

M3: 

 What is geographical division of Maharashtra? 

 Forest in marathwada area 

 Sugarcane. Why UP is behind. ? 

 Cooperative sector... 

 Hobby related question. 

Thank you. 

 

 

3. Background: Electrical Engineering, Hyderabad. 

Optional: Sociology 

Chairman: 

 Have you been to Charminar? 

 What is the disease by which people were affected  during the construction of Charminar 

 Osmania University...is your college part of the campus? 

 As a sociology student how do you see the changing social relationships 

 5.Relation between Democracy and Social Media 

 Social Networking...Are you on any Social Networking platform? Issues with it? 

M1: 
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 I see you are interested in debates Argue against E vehicles subsidy..( DAF based ) 

 What is the mandate of WTO. 

 Was asking name of round(Doha). 

 Are Electric vehicles completely pollution free.. right from manufacturing to disposal? What 

are the pollutants? 

M2: 

 Importance of Golconda 

 How is it different from other forts? Architecture 

 Do you prefer hot cooked meals or packaged ready to eat food for kids within 6 years of 

age? Why? 

 Chilly Export 

 Special Category Status for AP 

M3: 

 Do you know about bill passed following Vishaka judgement.  

 Sexual harrasment of women at workplace. 

 He asked  features  

 Issues with Metoo movement 

M4: 

 Different types of Energy( I had participated in debate held by MNRE ministry of new and 

renewable energy) 

 Issues with wind Mills installation 

 Solar energy 

 What kind of music do you hear( hobby) 

 IL&FS  issue 

 Electric Technology to reduce emissions in plants? 

 Are you aware of the recent kidney racket playing out in papers? 

Overall the board was cordial! 

 

4.  

Chairman: 

 Have you been to Charminar? 

 What is the disease by which people were affected  during the construction of Charminar 

 Osmania University...is your college part of the campus? 

 As a sociology student how do you see the changing social relationships 

 Relation between Democracy and Social Media 

 Social Networking...Are you on any Social Networking platform? Issues with it? 

M1:  

 I see you are interested in debates Argue against E vehicles subsidy..( DAF based ) 

 What is the mandate of WTO. 

 Was asking name of round(Doha). 
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 Are Electric vehicles completely pollution free.. right from manufacturing to disposal? What 

are the pollutants? 

M2: 

 Importance of Golconda 

 How is it different from other forts? Architecture 

 Do you prefer hot cooked meals or packaged ready to eat food for kids within 6 years of 

age? Why? 

 Chilly Export 

 Special Category Status for AP 

M3: 

 Do you know about bill passed following Vishaka judgement.  

 Sexual harrasment of women at workplace. 

 He asked  features  

 Issues with Metoo movement 

M4: 

 Different types of Energy( I had participated in debate held by MNRE ministry of new and 

renewable energy) 

 Issues with wind Mills installation 

 Solar energy 

 What kind of music do you hear( hobby) 

 IL&FS  issue 

 Electric Technology to reduce emissions in plants? 

 Are you aware of the recent kidney racket playing out in papers? 

Overall the board was cordial! 

 

5. Jon Snow: 

Optional- kannada literature 

Engineering-ECE 

Chairman: 

 Bangalore air show- why did it happen? 

 Was there any loss of life? 

 What is the issue regarding Citizenship amendment bill ? 

 What is the Issue in Arunachal Pradesh? 

 What is your stand on both? 

M1: 

 You have worked in Infosys. What was your job role? 

 What was the controversy with Infosys? 

 Was it the same issue at ICICI recently? 
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 Have you heard of ILFS issue? What is it? 

 You have done electronics and then worked at Infosys, then why did you take kannada 

optional? 

M2: 

 What is swot analysis? 

 What is the swot of Infosys? 

 What are your strengths? 

 What is your weakness? 

 You are from Bangalore- what are the major problems of Bangalore? 

 Suppose you are made the dm how will you solve these problems? 

 Have you heard of odd even formula? Where was it used? 

 Was it a success? 

 What is this strength training? 

M3: 

 What is your view on the sons of the soil policy?  

 Do you support the new law which is being discussed in Maharashtra? 

 Suppose you are an sp and there is a goonda with the backing of a politician , what will you 

do? 

 You talked about artificial intelligence. Tell me it's potential applications? 

 There is this issue of acceptance Hindi language in southern states. What is your view on 

it? 

M4 (Lady Member): 

 What is your view on the belgaum issue? 

 So you say it's not the people who are demanding it? 

 I have been to Whitefield and it's a mess? Why do you think it is so? 

 What can be done? 

 What is your view on death penalty? 

 Long question on the link between population growth and development? 

 What is the TFR of Karnataka? 

 Have you subscribed for Amazon and Netflix? 

 Have any of your friends subscribed? 

 Do you know about Enigma of World War? 

 Do you think we should censor the content on netflix? 

 What kind of content can be censored? 

 

6.27/2/19, Afternoon session 

Optional- Sociology 

Bihar, Mass communication Background 

Timing ≈30-32 mins 

Chairman: 
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 Brief yourself 

 Role of media,fake news,paid news 

 Journalism Vs Civil Service 

 Vaishali (Bihar) dist feature and follow up 

 Role of new Dowry Act for women empowerment in Bihar. 

 Is Patna coming under Smart city?? 

 Other cities of Bihar in smart city. 

 Social Structure of Bihar regarding caste and class. 

 Recent award in sanitation.(follow up) 

 Status of Swaachta campaign in Bihar. 

M1: 

 What do you meant by LoC and LaC 

 Miraj Vs F-16  

 China's stand for Indian Diplomacy 

 Dassault- Rapid fire questions 

 Technology to improve Media reporting 

M2: 

 Education backwardness of Bihar 

 Comparison between Developed state (in education) and Bihar with some factual details 

 Bihar toppers scam and it's follow up 

 Smart City meant by 

 WHO role for NGO work and some follow up 

M3: 

 USA and China Recent Policy of protectionism,related follow up 

 Brexit and India 

 How do you access India's foreign policy over 70 years. 

 Why our relationship not good with neighbours 

 Bihar shelter home scam 

M4: 

 Classical song Vs Folk songs 

 Some folk culture of Bihar 

 Sankritization of caste in Bihar as cultural level 

 What is tripod attack 

 Nucelar bomb technology of india 

Chairman: Thank you your interview is over. 

 

7. Aditya 

Edu.- B.A.  

Time-25 min. 
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26feb. Afternoon 

Chairman: 

Ohhh u r IPS good! 

 Tell me about your traning in SVPNPA 

 Learings From national police academy 

 How much u find change in yourself 

 dont tell about diversity scope blah blah about ias. Tell me something different 

 Tell me 1 fully successful & 1 fully bad policy in last 10 year 

M1:  

 like army mission sadbhavna. Any example in whole capf ?  

 why not 

 Difference bw IB,LAC ,LOC 

 WHT lac actual meNing 

 drug problem in india 

 Opinion about drug legality & compare to west policy 

 Tell me west Rajasthan drug culture in wedding! Still there! As sp of jodhpur wht to do 

 how u convince people 

 Your cadre Punjab is much affected from drug. What your plan?  

M2: 

 Que. About new development in cricket 

 learning from cricket & use in admin. 

 Some questions on budget (facts) 

 Earlier teacher? Whom u teach 

 Rte &issues 

 M3: 

 air pollution &measure 

 speciafix initiative in delhi about it 

 What is pm 2.5 

 how it affect body 

 how to remove it 

 what is development defination in your own language 

 any good indicator to measure 

 M4: 

 education policy 

 why still lagging behind 

 what u do as Dm 

 alternative of rote learning 

 Method of alternative 

 As Sp ,your friend want favour wht u do? 

 que. About 3rd degree torture. 
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8.  

Chairman: 

 Read details of DAF 

 So Mahesh your are from Sinnar... 

 Is it a city ? Population ? Distance from Nashik ? 

 Nasik has been famous for many reasons... 

 So lets take foreign policy of india. Is that okay with you ? 

 Orientation of foreign policy since last 4 yrs.? Determinants ? 

 Areas affected inside country and outside ? In education sector ? 

M1: 

 So you work in HAL ? Which section ? Natute of work ? 

 Tell me about fatigue test of undercarriage. What is total life of aircraft ? Of Su30mki ? How 

it is decided ? Why 25 yrs only? And not 24 or 26 yrs exactly ? 

 Recently many countrys have enquired about buying LCA Tejas..but HAL is not eager to 

sell them ..why ? 

 Dasault  denied  transfer of technology to HAL. Why ? So you accept that there are issues 

that needs to be tackled in Hal's quality output ? 

M2(Lady): 

 Lets talk about Maharashtra. 

 What is contribution of MH in India ? Historically ? 

 Maharashtra's geography ? Diversity ... 

 Maharashtra's coastline ? Contribustion of coastline to other parts of MH and India. 

M3: 

 What kind of exprience do you have in teaching ? What is this Teacher's Day ? Why ? 

 Status of primary education sector ? Are we succesful in achieving quality education in 

primary ? But still we see in many schools one teacher is teaching whole school... How to 

solve this ? 

 What is this quality inspector ? (Job) . What is the class of post ? Class one or two ? (I said 

no sir its class 3 equivalent). So you are there on Diploma basis ? Then why did you join 

HAL on diploma basis since you have completed your engg ? (,,I clarified that I joined it 

then I was undergraduate..later I completed engg). 

 Then what was your purpose to join HAL ? Has it served your purpose now ? What if HAL 

promotes you And transfers you to other state ? 

M4: 

 Do you live in HAL township ? Why not ? 

 What is SBM ? Launch date ? Status in your town Sinnar ? What is this odf, odf+, and 

odf++ ? 

 Measures taken by Sinnar Administration ? 

 Pangarkar time is running out...so inshort...1 is for Best and 4 is Worst...How will you rate 

your town's SBM success? 
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Chairman: 

Thank you. (Then suddenly got something clicked...) 

 Mahesh what is your plan after interview , Medical exam ? Are you going to stay in Delhi for 

2-3 days ? (I said No sir ...I have no plan to stay...leaving immediately after medical ecam.) 

 So you will resume your job immediately ? 

..(I said yes sir.. It's Duty's Call).. 

Thank you. 

  

9. Shweta:  

Working under MHA 

Law background 

Anthro optional 

 They started with my hobby. Asked me the last book I had read. Last movie I had watched. 

 Then about China Pakistan economic corridor. Judicial reforms. How do you balance 

between justice delayed is justice denied and justice hurried is justice burried. 

 How do you balance between RTI and Right to privacy. 

 Where do you see yourself 20 years from now. 

 Where do you see India 15 years from now.  

 Relevance of IB after 15 years.  

 RBI money market 

 What is CRR and rate  

 What is SLR and rate of interest 

 Who will Iran choose in case of a India Pakistan war. Justify  

 Kashmir issue your opinion 

 Geographical importance of Kashmir. 

 Judicial reforms in India. 

 Tell me about one solution  that could have an effect on solving most of the problems of 

India. 

 Counter questions on some of the above questions. 

 They also asked about Aadhar and how to take care of privacy and data protection  issues 

there. 

 

10. Vishvadeepsinh Gohil 

B. Tech CE, Gujarati literature. 

Forenoon, 

Chairman:  

 Shreemaan, aap kaunsi bhasha me interview dena pasand karenge?  

 Gujarat is a Coastal state how long its coastline is? 

 What are the three benefits and three disadvantages of being a coastal state? 
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 Explain coastal led development (as I said it is an advantage) 

 What is literature? 

 Can I consider newspaper as literature? 

 Why do we need to study literature? how it helps in understanding the society? 

M1: 

 Should we promote MSMEs or Large Industries? 

 What is the difference between our SMEs and German SMEs 

 What we can learn from them? 

 Give classification of our SMEs 

 Why we are lagging in skill sector? 

 What Govt is doing for the Skill Sector? 

 What are the Targets? 

 Has it been lowered recently? Why? 

 What are the problems?? 

M2(Lady): 

 Have you heard of san jose? 

 Why silicon valley established there? 

 Where in India we have our Silicon valley? Reasons? 

 Why Civil Services now? 

 How long IAS will serve as DM and in the field? 

 What are the other prospects of diversity of the job? 

 Is the supremacy of IAS in the bureaucracy is the reason? 

 You watch TV series where do you watch? 

M3: 

 Tell me one thing why defence manufacturing is important as a part of make in india?? 5 

points only no explanation.. 

 What is our defence budget as a % of GDP? 

 What do you think it should be? 

 Where do we stand in terms of spending on defence budget? 

 Tell me what is green budget and some innovative ways you would like to promote as an 

administrator?  

 Why there is fog in delhi? Reasons 

 What should be done? 

M4:  

 Do you know where is salt desalination plant is located in gujarat? 

 How to promote ICT in the Education? 

 Do you know about the fully ICT enabled university in India? 

 What was you graduation Project? 

 Where did you go for internship was it a big company? 

 Why our students are not Innovative? 

 What are the effects of global warming? 

 What were you doing since 2014? 
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Chairman: 

 Congratulations on your selection as Asst.Commissioner Now tell me you have given all 

the 24 service preference, would you reconsider it? 

 If you are selected in ICLS will you join it? 

Thank you your Interview is over. 

 

 
11. Riddhi Parmar M.tech electronics (specialization communication system) 

Exp: Sr. Software engineer, Tahsildar  

Chairman: 

 So you are engineer and opted for literature, how’s your feeling with it? : Answered 

 What it meteorological department doing? Why better prediction coming up? : Answered 

 Can you give me more specific and technical details regarding it? – Said I don’t know 

much. 

 Being engineer, ever you tried to find out about it? – answered 

 The Biggest crisis that Gujarat is facing right now? Answered (regarding water stress) 

 Why? (with long question) 

 Follow up question about effect of water scarcity in Gujarat? – Answered 

 What is its impact on economy? – Answered 

 You are a collector of water scarce area and warning of draught has been issued that how 

will you tackle it?  - Answered (focused on draught management along with economic 

activities sustenance ) 

M1:  

 What are issues with MNREGA ? – Answered 

 How can be tackled it? – Answered 

 What are statutory provisions with it. – Answered 

 What is petrochemical industry? (Many question regarding it. Gave answers for some and 

said I donot know just in hope to change the topic) 

 Historical importance of Gujarat ? Answered (stopped in between and changed question 

gave me only 3 mile stone events ) 

 Do you heard about Somnath? – Answered 

 It was looted by? – Answered  

 Question regarding IPS profile. – Answered  

M2:  

 I want to ask situation  based question. Whether you wish to be collector or SP in itGave 

me number of options like revenue, general administarion , law and order etc and said to 

select.  – I said for Law and order 

 Que: You are a collector , how you are going to handle riot? – Answer SOP 

 But SP is not cooperating you – Answered  

 Still not cooperating – answered 

 Yet he is stubborn  - answered 

 Riddhi, he complaint against you  and many other worst situation ..  (It seems that he 
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wanted me to quit saying you should also complaint against him .  but I said sir, during such 

bad situation I would give priority to controlling riot, saving life and property and 

establishing peace, regarding personal issue or replying to such notice can be done later. ) 

 Later few questions regarding police and petrochemical industry. 

 Few questions on GSAT, PSLV , Geo mapping , CSIR laboratory in Gujarat etc.  

M3:  

 What are new provision in interstate water dispute resolution ? - Answered 

 Any successful example where such dispute resolved? Answered 

 Why? Answered 

 Why can we do to solve such issue? Answered 

 What will you do if you are given chance to design policy? Answered 

 Industrial cluster of Gujarat? Answered 

 Regarding PM recent visit in some plant?  - Don’t know (He gave hint and later I was able 

to give answer) 

 Questions on desalinations. – Answered all 

M4:   

 Your Hobby is weird ? (Pencil sketch n weird?) who inspired you? - Answered 

 Who is your inspiration , outside from your family? - Answered 

 Do you heard about POCSO? - Answered 

 I think women should not allowed in police services , what are you thinking about it? - 

Answered 

 So, being a women , how you are going to interrogate a child  POCSO? – I said – I don’t 

know it.  

 Don’t you visited or seen such interrogation?  - I said sir, I don’t and outsider is not allowed 

as per my knowledge.  

 What is difference between women police and man police in interrogation .. specially about 

rape victim ?  - Again denied (Just want to end topic) 

 Follow up 1-2 question. 

Chairman:  

Riddhi your interview is over. Wishing you very good luck .(2-3 line end note) 

Overall , Majority of question related to Petro chemical industry (origine,issues , policies, 

new plant, row material etc.) and police services. Very little from DAF and some question 

comes as bonus (mainly factual). Questions come as bouncer. Manoj Soni sir is 

expressionless but very attentive  and gave smiles too.  One member has expression like in 

mood of fighting while one is changing expression if he don’t get expected answer so easy 

to predict counter question . One member was speaking very low volume and not at all 

audible. Last member was cool and happy all the time. 
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